NASHMAN OPPORTUNITIES

Chris Leadership Stipend - Includes Paid Internship and stipend. Apply here!

Serve with the GW VISTA Program - Serve with the Corporation for National and Community Service to fight poverty by leveraging community partnerships and recruiting volunteers to increase opportunities and access in Title I schools across the District. Apply here.

GW Alternative Breaks - Applications are due October 4. View open positions and apply here.

GW SMARTDC TUTORS - Apply to be a student tutor here!

GW SMARTDC - Tutors provide providing quality on-site and/or virtual one-on-one or group tutoring. Learn more. Apply here.

ENGAGEDC - Participants will be acquiring knowledge about budget development, negotiations and coordination. Students with Federal Work-Study apply here.

GW Engagement and Public Service - Now Recruiting! EngagedC participants will be helping changemaking students taking an idea and creating the change that communities need! In these information sessions, students will learn more about the GWupstart programs, grants, and coordination. Students will be acquiring knowledge about budget development, negotiations and coordination. Students with Federal Work-Study apply here.
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Endowment Award!
Nashman Graduate Assistant Maureen Albero Wins Beck Endowment Award

The George Washington University's bicentennial is an incredible, historic milestone. February 9, 2021 is officially the 200th anniversary of when the United States Congress established our University.
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Visit the G.W. Store in person at GW and virtually. Flexibility needed around student class schedules is understood.

Join us for unpacking and restocking The Store!! Volunteers will have to unpack and stock the food expired items. Register here.

Join us for the first Big Thinkers Needed: Inter-generational Design-Thinking event. This session will provide an overview of inclusive recruitment and retention strategies in order to diversify your team and effectively collaborate and communicate in ways that appreciate multiple perspectives.

Wednesday, September 22, 2021 - 6pm - Nashman Center Conference Room 409

Civic Leadership Dialogues: Inclusive Recruitment and Retention Strategies in order to Diversify Your Team and Effectively Collaborate and Communicate in Ways that Appreciate Multiple Perspectives. Wednesday, September 22, 2021 - 6pm - Nashman Center Conference Room 409

The Nicole Johnson Prize for Social Innovation Challenge - Apply here to this year-long asynchronous online program by Sunday, October 3 at midnight.

Connect with the Nicole Johnson Prize for Social Innovation Challenge to increase your impact and potential for change in your community!
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